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ABSTRACT 

A lumped-parameter model is considered for open- 
channel networks that expresses the dynamic rela- 
tionship, in terms of state space variables, between 
gate opening sections and stored water volume vari- 
ations in the different canal reaches with respect to 
a reference configuration of uniform flow. A proce 
dure is suggested to approximate a real steady flow 
condition with an ideal uniform flow configuration. A 
decentralized control is obtained by determining the 
state feedback gain matrix, whose structure is im- 
posed to be diagonal, that minimizes the Hz norm of 
a suitable transfer matrix. A numerical validation of 
the linear model used to synthetize the control law 
is proposed. A comparison between the behaviour of 
the linear model and that of the non-linear unsteady 
one, whose evolution has been determined using the 
SIC software, is proposed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the last decades, much research effort has been de- 
voted to water flow control of open-channel hydraulic 
systems such as irrigation channels. A great number 

of regulation procedures have been proposed. A very 
detailed classification has been done by Malaterre in 
his Ph.D thesis 

I 
91. These methods differ for the 

choice of: contra led variables: discharges [12]; wa- 
ter levels or water level variations: upstream, down- 
stream or in a middle point of the reach; volumes or 
volume variations [3]; measured variables: generally 
water levels; control variables: gate openings or gate 
opening variations, discharge or discharge variations; 
lodc co&ok feedback or feedforward; centralized [3] 
and decentralized [13]. Another source of difference 
among the above mentioned methods is the definition 
of the model used for the control syntesis. Malaterre 
in [9] partitioned the different models in two cat+ 
go&s. Models of the first type are based on physi- 
cal laws and the considered variables have a physical 
meaning. Models of the second type are based on 
a mathematical representation of the type black box 
The first type of model is available for irrigation chan- 
nels: the water behaviour in an open-channel can be 
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described by the Saint-Venant equations. The second 
type of model is based on the identification of transfer 
functions between all the inputs and outputs consid- 
ered. The only drawback of this procedure is that the 
state vector has no physical meaning as it is derived 
by putting the transfer functions in a canonical form. 

In this paper we consider a linear model deduced 
from the Saint-Venant equations 31. The state uari- 

6 ablea are the volume variations wit respect to a refer- 
ence configuration of uniform flow. The control uari- 
ablea are the variations of the gate opening sections 
with respect to the same reference configuration. The 
proposed control law is an example of the so-called 
constant volume control which is really efficient, ex- 
pecially as far as the speed of response is concerned. 
In previous works the above cited model has been 
used to obtain a centralized control law whose feed- 
back gain matrix has been computed by applying an 
L&R technique. In this paper we design a decen- 
tralized control law by minimizing the HZ norm of a 
suitable transfer matrix. This procedure is the equiv- 
alent, in the frequency domain, of the L&R technique 
in the time domain. The advantage of such an ap- 
proach is the possibility to establish in advance the 
diagonal gain matrix allows us to design a decentral- 
ized control law that maintains the stored volumes in 
the different reaches practically constant, even with 
variations in users withdrawls, by acting only on the 
upstream gate of the reach whose volume variation is 
detected. 

In this paper we compare the behaviour of the lin- 
ear model with that of a non-linear model whose eve 
lution has been determined using the SIC software 
developed by Cemagref [lo]. 

Before proceeding in the description of th.e above 
model, we want to mention the existence of other lin- 
ear models deduced from the Saint-Venant equations. 
Continuous time models have been obtained by means 
of discretization in the space domain: in such a way 
the partial derivatives with respect to time are sub- 
stituted with total derivatives. The two Saint-Venant 
equations are replaced by a set of differential equa- 
tions whose number increases as Ax decreases. This 
method has been used by Balogun in his Ph.D the- 



sis [l]. Garcia in [7] demonstrated that this proce 
dure is not always effective unless the discretization 
step is really small: this implies an excessive dimen- 
sion of the state space vector. Discrete time mod- 
els have been obtained by linearization of the Saint- 
Venant equations as well. The hyperbolic nature of 
these equations allows quite different types of solu- 
tion: the method of characteristics, the method of 
finite differences, finite elements and finite volumes. 
The method of characteristics has been used by Gar- 
cia in [7] with good results in the case of a channel 
with regular geometry and with rapid but small vari- 
ations in the hydraulic conditions. The discretization 
with finite differences can be realized with both an ex- 
plicite [ll] and an implicite scheme [9]. Geometrical 
characteristics of the canal can impose a small space 
step. When using an explicite scheme, this small time 
step will impose a small time step for numerical sta- 
bility reasons. If the hydraulic conditions vary quickly 
this is not a problem since a small time step will also 
be required to correctly model the hydraulic phenom- 
ena occurring in the canal. But if it is not the case 
this constraint is superfluous to bare. The second 
case, used by Malaterre [9], is surely much more con- 
venient since no stability condition must be verified; 
so its validity is surely more general. The only draw- 
back of the latter model is its high order. Therefore 
the linear state-space model proposed in [4] seems to 
be a good trade-off between precision and simplicity: 
its order is equal to the number of reaches. Its valid- 
ity is obviously limited to small perturbations but this 
is a peculiarity of every linear model deduced by lin- 
earization around an equilibrium state. Furthermore 
it is only valid in the low frequency range, but it is at 
these frequencies that the most important phenomena 
in open-channels occur. 

The paper is structured aa follows. In Section 2 we 
recall the fundamental steps involved in the deduc- 
tion of the linear state space model and discuss how 

to determine the reference configuration. In Section 3 
we provide the necessary background to design a con- 
trol law by minimizing an Hz norm. In Section 4 we 
discuss how it possible to apply the above technique 
to design a decentralized control law. In Section 5 we 
consider a real applicative example and compare the 
linear system behaviour with the non-linear one. In 
the Appendix we collect all the notation relative to 
the system under study. 

2. LINEAR APPROXIMATE MODEL 

Consider the system sketched in Figures 1 and 2, 
consisting of a channel of N reaches joined by N + 1 
gates, where the last gate is fixed and the others 
are controlled. Let us suppose that water is con- 
veyed to the first reach from a reservoir with constant 
level and that the level downstream from the final 
reach is also constant. All the variables considered, 
apart from those that define the geometry, represent 
the variations with respect to a reference configura- 
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Figure 2: Trapezoidal canal cross section. 

tion, assumed to be of uniform flow in each reach. 
In particular, let v = [VI,. . . , wi,. . . ,v~]:~, u = 
[%“‘,~ii,-,WIT, Qc = [qa,-** 3 c&i> - * -, QCNIT, 
where ‘ui, pi and qci are the stored volume variation 
in the ith reach, the variation in the ith gate opening 
section and the user flow variation at the ith reach 
lower end, respectively. The other variables of inter- 
est are reported in the Appendix. 

In general the initial configuration is of steady flow 
but not necessarily of uniform flow. In [4] an initial 
uniform flow condition has been assumed. In real 
applications, this is not the case. Therefore it is im- 
portant to discuss how the steady flow configuration 
can be approximated with an ideal uniform flow con- 
dition. Since the model is in terms of volume varia- 
tions, we have considered as a reference the uniform 
flow configuration characterized by the same volumes 
in each reach as those relative to the real steady con- 
dition. In such a way it is possible to obtain the con- 
stant water levels in each reach, so the uniform water 
profile is completely defined. Using the uniform flow 
equations it is easy to obtain the other reference con- 
ditions such as opening sections and discharges: ob- 
viously these last variables differ from the reed ones. 

The model derived in [4] and whose numerical val- 
idation is herein proposed, has been derived by first 

linearizing the Saint-Venant equations for the un- 
steady flow of water in open-channels [3] around a 
reference condition of uniform flow. Then, since the 
obtained equations are linear, the Laplace transform 
technique, with appropriate initial and boundary con- 
ditions, has been used to solve them. In such a way 
a model of the form 

aV(s) = A(a)V(a) + B(s)Z(s) 

can be obtained, where V(s) and E(a) are the Laplace 
transforms of 21 and u respectively. A(s) and B(s) 
are N x N matrices of analytic functions. To obtain 
a linear and stationary approximate model, a Taylor 
series expansion of an appropriate matrix of analytic 
functions must be taken [4]. Since the model needs 
to be accurate in the low-frequency range, where the 
most significant phenomena take place, s = jw = 0 
is taken aa initial point and the series expansion may 
be truncated to the second term. Thus a model with 
the following structure can be obtained: 

G(t) = Av(t) + k(t) (1) 
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Figure 3: Linear fractional transformation scheme. 

where A and B are constant matrices. Finally, taking 
into account the variations of the users flow rates qc, 
equation (1) can be rewritten as: 

G(t) = Au(t) + Ba(t) - Iqc(t) (2) 

where I is the N order identity matrix. 
For more details on the construction of the men- 
tioned linear model we address to [4]. 

3. CONDITIONS ON Hz NORM 

A standard approach to the control of linear time- 
invariant multiple-input multiple-output systems con- 
siders a block diagram such as the one shown in Fig- 
ure 3 ([5] - [S]). In this figure P(s) is the transfer ma- 
trix of the generalized plant, while F(s) is the transfer 
matrix of the controller. 

The vector w represents all external inputs, such 
as disturbances, sensor noise and reference signals, 
while the vector y is an error signal. The vector T is 
the set of observed variables used by the controller to 
compute the control input U. The closed loop trans- 
fer matrix between w and u is called lower Zinear 
fractional tranafomation (LFT) of P and F and is 
denoted Fl(P, K). 

Let us consider the linear model of a system to be 
controlled 

k(t) = AZ(t) + h(t) 
z(t) = Cx(t) (3) 
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where x E HEn is the state vector, u E BP’ is the 
control vector, and a E Rp is the ouput vector. 

Classical L&R problem formulation 8 requires to 
find the state feedback law u(t) = Kx t , with K E [I 
R mxn, such that the cost functional 

J= 
/ 

“[zT(t)Qz(t) + uT(t)12u(t)]dt (4 
0 

is minimized for any initial state x(0) = x0. Here 
Q = QT 2 0, R = RT > 0. The solution to the L&R 
problem is: 

K’ = -R-lBTX, (5) 
where X is the solution of the algebraic Riccati equa- 
tion 

XA + A=X - XBR-lB*X + CTQC = 0. 

The closed loop poles are the eigenvalues of A+BK*. 

The equivalent frequency domain problem [S] is to 

find the state feedback matrix K* such that the norm 
]I Fi(P, K) ]I2 is minimized ‘, where the transfer ma- 
trix of the generalized plant P(s) has the following 
expression in terms of state space data: 

P(s)=C(sI-A)-%+D= A B = b--H 
XP w u 

The state space equation of the generalized plant 
is k,(t) = Azp(t) + Bu(t) + w(t), i.e., it is the state 

‘Let g(t) : R --t IFP“ be a signal matrix and g(s) its 
Laplace transform. The Hz norm of g is: 

II 9 112= (s_“, trace{P(t)dt)}dt) 1’2 = 

( Joe & -m trace{gH&)g(jw)}du 
> 

112 
. 

 



close upper bounds. 
equation of the s stem (3) with an additional distur- 
bance input ut(t . s; For a given u(t), the evolution 
z 

I 
t) 

z 0) 
of the system under arbitrary initial conditions 
= 20 is the same of the evolution xp(t) of the 

generalized plant, initially at rest, when the external 
input is w(t) = z&(t), where s(t) is the Dirac im- 
pulse. 

The closed loop output vector of the generalized 
plant is 

and from (4) it can be seen that whenever s(t) = 
xp(t) II Y II;= J. (7) 
Since 

Y(S) = Fl(P, W4~L (8) 
it is possible to prove [S] that the minimization of the 
norm I] Fl(P,K) 112 leads to a minimization of (7) 
for any external input of the form w(t) = x06(t). 

4. DECENTRALIZED CONTROL 

We set our goal to that of designing a decentral- 
ized control law for an open-channel irrigation sys- 
tem whose model is of the form (1). The advantage 
of decentralized control is that central controller can 
be substituted by N local controllers (one for each 
reach). Each controller requires the measure of one 
reach volume and there is no need of transmitting 
informations to/from a central unit. 

At this purpose, we impose a diagonal structure to 
the feedback gain matrix 
and we want to determine the Ki matrix whose con- 
trol law is the best approximation of 

u(t) = K*x(t) (9) 
where K’ is the optimal (unconstrained) matrix. 
Therefore we want to determine the N parameters, 
kl, k2, '.'I kN which minimize I] Fl(P,Kd) 112. 
Clearly, we will have that 

II WJ’,K;) 112211 JW’,K*) II2 (10) 
since the RHS of equation (10) is a global minimum. 
The decentralized law performance will in general be 
worse than those given by (9). 

Let us discuss the physical significance of HZ norm 
minimization. We can say that if the generalized 
plant is excited with N different disturbances wi(t) = 
eid(t), where ei is the ith canonical basis vector, and 
we call vi(t) the corresponding error signal, then 

2 II Y, ll2=ll FIP>K~ II2 . 
i=l 

(11) 
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Since the I] vi I]; can be considered as the value Jd,i 
of the performance index (4) when the decentralized 
system starts from the initial condition x(0) = ei, 
the minimization of the I] Fl(P, Kd) II2 leads to the 
minimization of the Cy=, Jj;f among all possible de- 
centralized systems. 

The decentralized system does not enjoy the fun- 
damental property of optimal control, namely that 
of minimizing the performance index (4) for any ini- 
tial state x(0). It is possible, however to find upper 
bounds for the value Jd taken by (4) when t,he feed- 
back matrix is K”. Let g(s) and gd(s) be the outputs 
of the generalize cf plant in the case of centralized and 
decentralized control when the input is w(t:) = x0. 
Then 

h) = FdP, K*)xo 
&f(s) = &(P,K;)xo. (12) 

It is possible to prove [2] that the performance index 
of the centralized system is bounded by 

J =II 2/ II; 5 II FI(P, K*) II; II 20 II;, (13) 
while the performance index of the decentralized sys- 
tem is bounded by 

Jd =I1 gd 11; 2 II F@,K:) 11; II 20 11; - (14 

Note that in the previous equations ]I x0 112 is 
the euclidean norm of a vector, while the norm I] 
Fl(P, Kz) 112 is a transfer function norm. These 
equations have a nice physical interpretation. They 
show that the value of the HZ norm is an upper bound 
for the value of the performance index under arbitrary 
initial conditions on the unitary sphere. When the nu- 
merical values of ]I Fl(P, K’) 112 and I) Fl(P, KS) 112 
are close, we may conclude that for any arbitrary ini- 
tial conditions the performance indexes J and Jd have 
Physically, the higher value of the performance 
index Jd is due to the fact that the decentralized 
system’s response is slower. In fact, in the central- 
ized control scheme each control input has immediate 
knowledge of the system’s state, while in the decen- 
tralized control scheme this information is transmit- 
ted by the perturbation propagation. 

5. APPLICATIVE EXAMPLE 

The above described procedure has been applied to a 
two-reach canal, corresponding to the general. scheme 
shown in Figures l-2, with the following characteris- 
tics: length of the first reach: 11 = 4000m; length of 
the second reach: 12 = 5000m; canal bottom slope: 
pl = 0.0003; water level depth in upstream reservoir 
in reference to the canal bottom in the upper end sec- 
tion: hi = 2.5m; water level depth in downstream 
reservoir in reference to the canal bottom in the lower 
end section: hv = lm; trapezoidal cross section (see 
Figure 2) with w = 1.7m, 0 = 45”; constant opening 

 



section of the third gate: a3 = ~703 = 2.41m2. The 
reference configuration is characterized by the follow- 
ing discharge values: qol = 6m3/s, qo2 = 3.02m3/s, 
40s = 0.52m3/s, and by the following gate openings: 
~~01 = 2.49m2, 002 = 1.58m2. The unknown distur- 
bances are those reported in Figure 4. 

The dynamic of this system can be represented by 
(1) where: 

A= -0.1534 0.0556 0.1070 -0.1902 1 10-3, 

B= 1.8147 -0.9691 1 -0.2504 1.2601 * 

We have assumed that the output is equal to the 
state, so the C matrix in (3) is equal to an identity 
two order matrix. The weighting matrices are the 
same as those already used in preceeding works [3]: 

Q = diag{l, 1.22}, R = 50000 diag{l, 1). 

To determine the optimal parameters we need to find 
the 

E,k 11 ficp, Kd) 112 . 

We used the software tools available in Matlab: f mins 
is the minimization procedure, and normh2 computes 
the HZ norm. The optimal values computed are: 
kf = -0.0070, k,* = -0.0060. These values give 
11 Fl(P, I(i) 112= 366. While the optimal K’ ma- 
trix is: 

K* = 
[ 

-0.0043 -0.0011 
-0.0009 -0.0047 I 
and gives II Fl(P, K*) l/2= 359. 
Note that finding the optimal decentralized con- 

trol law is a problem of optimization. As such, it is 
almost certainly not a convex optimization problem 
and there may be multiple solutions that locally min- 
imize the II Fl(P, Kd) II:. However, in the case at 
hand starting from different initial values of ICI and 
k2 we observed that the minimization procedure al- 
ways converges to the same value of Ki. 

The results of simulation are reported in Figure 5: 
in a)-b) the volume percentage variations are shown, 
while the gate openings variations are reported in c)- 
d). It can be observed that there is not a perfect 
matching between the two sets of variables: it is not 
a surprising fact if all the simplifications in the model 
deduction are taken into account. 

Different interesting structures can be considered: 
for example the diagonal Kd matrix can be substi- 
tuted with a bandwidth matrix so each control vari- 
able is a function of more than one reach volume vari- 
ation. 
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Figure 4: Unknown disturbances: qcl (thick); q(:z (thin). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

A lumped-parameter model for open-channel net- 
works deduced by Cotiga et al. in [4 

L 
has been ex- 

amined. Volume variations in each reac with respect 
to a reference condition of uniform flow are assumed 
as state variables, while gate opening variat,ions are 
assumed aa control variables. In previous works the 
above cited model has been used to obtain a central- 
ized control law whose feedback gain matrix has been 
computed by applying an LQR technique. In this pa- 
per a decentralized control law has been designed by 
minimizing the Hz norm of a suitable transfer ma- 
trix ([5]-[6]). This procedure is the equivalent, in 
the frequency domain, of the L&R technique in the 
time domain. The advantage of such an approach is 
the possibility to establish in advance the gain ma- 
trix structure. In our case the choice of a diagonal 
gain matrix allows us to design a decentralized con- 
trol law. Therefore, stored volumes in the (different 
reaches remain practically constant, even with varia- 
tions in users withdrawls, by acting only on the up- 
stream gate of the reach whose volume variation is 
detected. The decentralized system does not enjoy 
the fundamental property of optimal control, namely 
that of minimizing the chosen performance index for 
any initial state. It is possible, however, to find up- 

per bounds for the corresponding performance index 
when the feedback gain matrix is diagonal. Further- 
more by numerical evaluation of two transfer matrices 
norms, it is possible to evaluate how much the perfor- 
mance index increases in the case of decentralization. 
A numerical validation of the model has been pro- 
posed by means of the commercial SIC software devel- 
oped by Cemagref. The behaviour of the non-linear 
model has been compared with that of the linear one. 
Numerical results prove that differences are accept- 
able. Obviously the prediction capacity decreases as 
the flow configuration deviates from the reference one. 
The main advantages of the discussed modellization 
has been underlined in the introduction where a brief 
state of art of the problem is reported. 

APPENDIX 

Notation 
hM, hv: constant water level depths in the up- 
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Figure 5: The results of simulation 1. (a) Evolution of percent
non-linear mode1 (thin). (b) Evolution of percentage ‘~2 in th
mode1 (thin). (c) Evolution of 01 in the case of completely linear
of crs in the case of completely linear (thick) and completely no

stream and downstram reservoirs, respectively; 
hAi, hsi: upstream and downstream water level 

variations in the ith reach; 
li: lenght of the ith reach; 
crui: opening section of the ith gate in reference 

condition; 
ui: variation in the ith gate opening section; 
N: total number of canal reaches; 
pl: canal bottom slope; 
pz: canal side slope; 

tie?’ 
flow rate in the ith reach in reference condi- 

qAi, @Ii: upstream and downstream flow rate vari- 
ations in the ith reach; 

qci: user flow variation at the ith reach lower end; 
wi: stored volume variation in the ith reach; 

Wi: water surface width in the ith reach; 
wi: canal bottom width in the ith reach; 
q: discharge coefficient. 
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